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Abstract
Visual analytics combines computation, visualization, and interaction to facilitate the generation of insight into large data and complex phenomena. While much work in visual analytics focuses on treating
the data by computational means, the human is indispensable for combining the right analysis tools and
interpreting their results. Therefore, it is important to strengthen the human in the loop. Ideally, humans
have direct control of the analysis loop. However, directness is threatened by (i) spatial separation, (ii)
temporal separation, and (iii) conceptual separation. Addressing these threats, three fundamental ideas
for empowering the human will be discussed: in-situ interaction, progressive computation, and guidance.
In-situ interaction reduces spatial separation by offering a lightweight and efficient way to facilitate flexible information access. Progressive computations reduce temporal separation and contribute to a better
understanding and control of involved processes. Guidance operates at the interface between human and
machine to reduce conceptual separation and keep the analysis loop going. Examples and live demos will
illustrate the discussed concepts and techniques.
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